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Full-Throated Troubador Serenades San José
Verdi’s sublimely memorable melodies inform and
redeem his setting of the dramatically muddled Il
Trovatore, the most challenging piece to stage of
his middle-period successes.

Opera North deliver a chilling Turn of the Screw
Storm Dennis posed no disruption to this revival of
Britten’s The Turn of the Screw, first unveiled at
Leeds Grand Theatre in 2010, but there was plenty
of emotional turbulence.

Luisa Miller at English National Opera
Verdi's Luisa Miller occupies an important position
in the composer's operatic output. Written for
Naples in 1849, the work's genesis was complex
owing to problems with the theatre and the
Neapolitan censors.

Eugène Onéguine in Marseille
A splendid 1997 provincial production of
Tchaikovsky’s take on Pushkin’s Bryonic hero found
its way onto a major Provençal stage just now. The
historic Opéra Municipal de Marseille possesses a
remarkable acoustic that allowed the Pushkin
verses to flow magically through Tchaikovsky’s
ebullient score.

Opera Undone: Tosca and La bohème
If opera can sometimes seem unyieldingly
conservative, even reactionary, it made quite the
change to spend an evening hearing and seeing
something which was so radically done.

A refined Acis and Galatea at Cadogan Hall
The first performance of Handel's two-act Acis and
Galatea - variously described as a masque,
serenata, pastoral or ‘little opera’ - took place in
the summer of 1718 at Cannons, the elegant
residence of James Brydges, Earl of Carnavon and
later Duke of Chandos.

Lise Davidsen: A superlative journey through the
art of song
Are critics capable of humility? The answer should
always be yes, yet I’m often surprised how rare it
seems to be. It took the film critic of The Sunday
Times, Dilys Powell, several decades to admit she
had been wrong about Michael Powell’s Peeping
Tom, a film excoriated on its release in 1960. It’s
taken me considerably less time - and largely
because of this astounding recital - to realise I was
very wrong about Lise Davidsen.

Parsifal in Toulouse
Aurélien Bory, director of a small, avant garde
theater company in Toulouse, staged a spellbinding
Parsifal at the Théâtre du Capitole, Toulouse’s
famed Orchestre National du Capitole in the pit —
FYI the Capitole is Toulouse’s city hall, the opera
house is a part of it.

An Evening with Rosina Storchio: Ermonela Jaho
at Wigmore Hall
‘The world’s most acclaimed Soprano’: the
programme booklet produced for Ermonela Jaho’s
Wigmore Hall debut was keen to emphasise the
Albanian soprano’s prestigious status, as judged by
The Economist, and it was standing-room only at
the Hall which was full to capacity with Jaho’s
fervent fans and opera-lovers.

Parsifal in Palermo
Richard Wagner chose to finish his Good Friday

Full-Throated Troubador
Serenades San Jose

A review by James Sohre

Above: Azucena (Daryl
Freedman) describing to
Manrico (Mackenzie Gotcher)
her most tragic misdeed.
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Full-Throated Troubador Serenades San José
Verdi’s sublimely memorable melodies inform and
redeem his setting of the dramatically muddled Il
Trovatore, the most challenging piece to stage of his
middle-period successes.
A wagging singsong parody of the knotty plot
begins with “I’ll tell you the story of Il
Trovtore.” One reason for the difficulty in
following the nefarious machinations is that
most of the all-important set-up has happened
off stage, well before the opera’s story ever
begins. So, it behooves audiences to pay
particularly close attention to the Surtitles
during the opening scene when the rivalry for
Leonora between Manrico and the Count di
Luna is explained, the introduction to the trials
of the gypsy woman Azucena is laid out, along
with the suggestion of a terrible secret. 

Brad Dalton has chosen to stage a pantomime
during the opening bars that establishes di
Luna’s unholy lust for Leonora and her
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opera while residing in Sicily’s Palermo, partaking
of the natural splendors of its famed verdant basin,
the Conca d’Oro, and reveling in the golden light of
its surreal Monreale cathedral.

Vladimir Jurowski conducts a magnificent
Siegfried
“Siegfried is the Man of the Future, the man we
wish, the man we will, but cannot make, and the
man who must create himself through our
annihilation.” This was Richard Wagner, writing in
1854, his thoughts on Siegfried. The hero of
Wagner’s Siegfried, however, has quite some
journey to travel before he gets to the vision the
composer described in that letter to August
Roeckel. Watching Torsten Kerl’s Siegfried in this -
largely magnificent - concert performance one
really wondered how tortuous a journey this would
be.

I Capuleti e i Montecchi in Rome
Shakespearean sentiments may gracefully enrich
Gounod’s Romeo et Juliet, but powerful Baroque
tensions enthrall us in the bel canto complexities of
Vincenzo Bellini’s I Capuleti e i Montecchi.
Conductor Daniele Gatti’s offered a truly fine bel
canto evening at Rome’s Teatro dell’Opera
introducing a trio of fine young artists.

Santtu-Matias Rouvali makes versatile debut with
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Finnish conductor Santtu-Matias Rouvali has been
making waves internationally for some time. The
chief conductor of the Gothenburg Symphony
Orchestra is set to take over from Esa-Pekka
Salonen as principal conductor of the Philharmonia
Orchestra in 2021.

Tristan und Isolde in Bologna
East German stage director Ralf Pleger promised us
a Tristan unlike anything we had ever seen. It was
indeed. And Slovakian conductor Jura Valčuha gave
us a Tristan as never before heard. All of this just
now in the most Wagnerian of all Italian cities —
Bologna! 

Seductively morbid – The Fall of the House of
Usher in The Hague
What does it feel like to be depressed? “It’s like
water seeping into my heart” is how one young
sufferer put it.

Daring Pairing Doubles the Fun by Pacific Opera
Project
Puccini’s only comedy, the one act Gianni Schicchi
is most often programmed with a second short
piece of tragic fare, but the adventurous Pacific
Opera Project has banked on a fanciful Ravel opus
to sustain the mood and send the audience home
with tickled ribs and gladdened hearts.

Bieito's Carmen returns to English National Opera
‘Men Behaving Badly’ wouldn’t be a bad subtitle for
Calixto Bieito’s production of Carmen, currently
being revived at ENO.

Twilight People: Andreas Scholl and Tamar
Halperin at Wigmore Hall
Twilight people: existing betwixt and between
states, slipping the bounds of categorisation, on the
edge of the norm.

A French Affair: La Nuova Musica at Wigmore Hall
A French Affair, as this programme was called, was
a promising concept on paper, but despite
handsomely sung contributions from the featured
soloists and much energetic direction from David

understandable revulsion. Mr. Dalton has staged a non-fussy,
straightforward account that was admirable for its clarity and control. Stage
pictures were clean and varied, although they (only) occasionally suffered
from a bit of stasis. 

If the characters were longer on potent vocal delivery than they were on
richly detailed interaction, that is not entirely the responsibility of the
director. Mr. Dalton managed to infuse sufficient life in the sometimes
illogical twists and turns of Cammarano’s routine libretto to make it
understandable and engaging. He even provided some compelling novel
touches like having an emboldened Leonora pair with her Manrico at the
close of Act I by brandishing a broadsword as if to the mission born. 

Manrico (Mackenzie Gotcher) comforting his true love, Leonora (Kerriann
Otaño).

Much of OSJ’s marketing of this feature furthers a Game of Thrones
dynamic, banking on that enormously popular show to help sell tickets to
new audiences. The association is not misplaced, since power playing is
what drives the plot. In epic fashion, the ubiquitous sword is passed and
paraded ceremoniously from scene to scene, and what a satisfying scene
design it is.

Steven Kemp has devised a winning variation on the “unit setting” concept,
framing the space with brick legs and tormentors that not only convey
imposing structures when required, but also literally frame the action with
handsome detail. Within this basic look, Mr. Kemp moves about stylish
steps, anvils, ramps, anvils, and well-selected set pieces that are backed by a
distressed backdrop that sports a jagged rounded hole, like the outline of an
oozing planet, up left.

Michael Palumbo has lit the proceedings with aplomb and colorful
imagination, capitalizing on many different variations of the exclusively
nighttime action of the piece. Mr. Palumbo’s areas and specials were all
moody evocations of the tortured progression of the characters’ journeys.
Curiously, the glow of the oncoming dawn in Act II receded to shadows for
the powerful Azucena-Manrico exchange, murkily effective, but not exactly
how dawn works.

Elizabeth Poindexter’s sumptuous, abundant array of costumes not only
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Bates, it never quite translated into a wholly
satisfying evening’s performance.

Eugene Onegin at Seattle
Passion! Pain! Poetry! (but hold the irony . . .)

OPERA  TODAY  ARCHIVES  »

delighted the eye but also commendably informed the station of the
characters. Ms. Poindexter was ably abetted by Dave Maier’s telling wig and
make-up design, which complemented the historical fantasy concept. I
might have wished for a more eccentric, troubled, gypsy look for Azucena,
but I respect the committed decisions the team made. 

Leonora (Kerriann Otaño) who, believing her love has died, prepares to take
the veil and enter a convent.

Enrico Caruso famously quipped the “all you need for a successful
production (of this opus) is the four best singers in the world.” Even the
world’s major houses are challenged to meet the starry demands of Il
Trovatore, but if you want to know who the next major international
proponents of these roles will likely be, you need not look much further
than the skillful assemblage on stage at the California Theatre.

It is called The Troubador after all, and Mackenizie Gotcher was simply
tremendous in the titular assignment. Mr. Gotcher is perfectly equipped to
excel in the challenging role of Manrico, with his strapping good looks,
ringing heavy lyric tenor, and consummate musicality. There is no aspect of
this daunting assignment that eludes him, be it the stentorian thrills of “Di
quell pira,” the honeyed sentiments of “Ah! si ben mio,” or the gripping
exchanges with Azucena.

Gotcher has true squillo in his sizable instrument, and he lavishes Verdi’s
potent writing with personality and deeply felt emotions. The road ahead
seems bright indeed for this polished, poised performer. His star turn alone
is worth the price of admission. Happily, he is in good company.

Mezzo Daryl Freedman is on her way to becoming a force of nature in the
Zajik mold with her powerful, knowing interpretation of the willful
Azucena. Ms. Freedman’s well-schooled instrument was even from top to
bottom, and she knows how to knit her registers with consummate skill.
With a rich, ripe middle range, a searing, pliable top, and round, booming
chest tones, this treasurable vocalist found every variation of intensity in the
opera’s most complex role. I hope that future outings will find this gifted
interpreter delving even deeper into the dramatic subtext.
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Ferrando (Nathan Stark) ordering his men to keep watch.

Eugene Brancoveanu is a mellifluous, malevolent Count di Luna. His
baritone is a marvel of tonal beauty, buzzing with virility, and eminently
flexible. Mr. Brancoveanu invests the many repetitive confrontational
declamations with admirable delineation, and he avoids the trap of barking
the accented scale and arpeggiated passages. He displays enviable ease in
the upper reaches of the part and finds some welcome brighter swings in
the Count’s mostly dark intentions.

I only wish that this fine singer could find a bit more breath control for the
Bellinian stretches of his character-defining aria, for I found that his choppy
phrasing and snatched breaths somewhat defeated the beauty of the long-
drawn lines of “Il balen.” Most everywhere else he excelled, no more so than
in the well calibrated last act duet with Leonora, the accomplished
performer Kerriann Otaño.

Ms. Otaño’s warmly radiant, substantial soprano was a lovely complement
to the roster. Her Verdian sense of line and her deeply experienced,
conflicted feelings were manifest in a role traversal that was long on
beautifully modulated tone and knowing generosity of utterance.

Like many a famous interpreter of this difficult assignment, once past the
pitfalls of successfully negotiating “Tacea la note placida” and its angular
cabaletta, the soprano relaxed into a luxuriant outpouring of sound and
sentiment that dominated her every appearance. Her defiant, armed stance
against Manrico’s opponents spoke volumes about the depth of her
theatrical resolve.

Although Caruso addressed the demands for the four principals, there is a
fifth requirement for a fine Trovatore, namely Ferrando, who has the
unenviable job of setting up the whole unlikely scenario in his lengthy
opening appearance. Luckily, local favorite Nathan Stark conquered in that
daunting responsibility, and he delivered in spades, with a potent and
pointed delivery of “Di due figli.” 

Mr. Stark has a sizable, pliable bass-baritone that limns the tale of two rival
brothers with tragic urgency. Moreover, he commands the stage with a
winning presence and cunning command of nuance. It is not often that you
will encounter this opening scene invested with such artistry and dramatic
interest. He is greatly assisted in his efforts by the excellent exclamations
from Christopher James Ray’s well-tutored chorus, who were outstanding
all evening long.

A final vital component in the evening’s success was Joseph Marcheso’s
conducting of a responsive and highly skilled orchestra. Maestro Marcheso
displayed full command of this almost bare bones structure of the middle
Verdi canon, and he managed to invest the repetitive bass-chord-bass-chord
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progressions with meaningful forward motion. He also partnered his
vocalists with consummate collaborative effort, even though the soloists
sometimes lagged just a bit behind the beat in more urgently rapid
passages.

At the end of the night, the excitable opening night audience was clearly
delighted with the riveting music making and lavished the performers and
creative team with a vociferous appreciation. This winning mounting of Il
Trovatore is not only top professional quality, but it is also excellent
entertainment value at Opera San Jose’s reasonable pricing. Come to the
California theatre early and you may also get treated to a pre-show pops
recital on the historic organ in the atmospheric lobby.

James Sohre

Il Trovatore

Music by Giuseppe Verdi

Libretto by Salvadore Cammarano

Leonora: Kerriann Otaño; Manrico: Mackenzie Gotcher; Count di Luna: Eugene Brancoveanu;

Ferrando: Nathan Stark; Azucena: Daryl Freedman; Inez: Stephanie Sanchez; Ruiz: Mason

Gates; Old Roma: Glenn Louis Healy; Messenger: Nicolas T. Gerst; Conductor: Joseph

Marcheso; Director: Brad Dalton; Set Design: Steven Kemp; Costume Design: Elizabeth

Poindexter; Lighting Design: Michael Palumbo; Fight Choreography: Dave Maier; Wig and

Make-up Design: Christina Martin; Chorus Master: Christopher James Ray.
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